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ABSTRACT
In this paper we deals with slip phenomena ofoil tanks.01ltanks whose bottoms are nat are set on

a concrete base and hey are not anchored.So,when they are accelerated by an earthquake,they may be
rocked or slid.Actually the phenomena have sometitnes been observed since Alaska catthquake in 1964.lf
a tank rnoves and the pipes attached to the tank brake,the oil lcaks out and it is in dange■ As for the reason
we have discussed whether the coefflcient of friction is sman or large.But some cases cannot be explained

on the viewpoint of the coefrlcient of friction.Therefore,we tested with a tank model on a nat shaking

table.The diameter and the height of the acrylic modeHs 150mm and the wan thickness is 5mm.The

bottom is made of宙 nyl chloHde whose stimness is lower than the acrylic one.The four pressure
mnsducers are set on the bottom to measure the air pressure between the bottom and the shaking table.
Water volume in the tank and the center of ttvity ofthe tank can be changed.The acceleration and the
movements of the tank were measured in sweeping a vibration acceleration of the shaking table at a
constant i℃ quency.As a noor Fnaterial,acryl and rubber were chosen.As a result,the acceleration at which
the tank begins to slip is less than the theoreicl vdue Calcultted■

om the coerlcicnt of friction.Another

characteHstic is the fact that the tank slips more casily at the higher frequency.The reason is why the air
fllm causes behⅣ cen the bottonl and the shaking table aner rocking and the rllrn inakes it easier to slip.That
is,the apparent coemcient Of friction is less due to the air ilm than the real coefFlcient of mction。

■he

efFect is more in case of the higher frequency and the higher coefrlcient of friction.The water in the tank
makes the slip acceleration more or less owing to sloshing.
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